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This Usting of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims m

the application. An ideutifier indicating the status of each claim is provided.

listing of Claims

1. (Currently Amended) An information transmitting apparatus which

transmits a pluraUty of signals, said signals including at least video signals and audio signals* to

an information receiving apparatus, said information transmitting apparatus comprising:

a plurality of encoding means for separately encoding each of said video signals

and each of said audio signals;

first multiplexing means for multiplexing a plurality of pairs of encoded signals, ^
each pair of encoded signals having one encoded video signal and one encoded audio signal; ^5m

second multiplexing means for multiplexing the multiplexed pltirality of pairs of

encoded video signals and encoded audio signals; and C J

control means for controlling a multiplexing ratio among the plurality of signals ^

in the second multiplexing means , controlling a video data occupation bandwidth, an audio data

occupation bandwidth, and a program data occupation bandwidth in relation to a transmission

channel bandwidth-

whoroin the information r8cei\dng apparatus io adapted to acquiro electronic

program guide-^ata only during a data tranofor rate incrctiSQ poriod.

2. (Original) The information transmitting apparams according to claim 1,
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wherein the transmittiTig ^aratus transmits the plurality of signals as a single transport stream.

3. (Original) The information transmitting apparatus according to claim 1,

further comprising database means for providing diata that relates to transmission rates of the

plurality of signals at each time point, wherein the control means controls the multiplexing ratio

while referring to the database means.

4. (Previously Presented) The information transmitting apparatus according

to claim 1, wherein the control means controls an output rate of each of the plurality of encoding

means.

5. (Previously Presented) The:infoimalion transmitting apparatus according

to claim 1, wherein the plurality of signals further comprise program information.

6. (Currently Amended) An information transmitting apparatus which

transmits program information to an information receiving apparatus, said information

transmitting apparatus comprising:

a plurality of video encoding means for encoding each video signal;

a pluraKty of audio encoding means for encoding each audio signal;

program information data generating means for generating data of the program

infounation;

first multiplexing means for multiplexing the data of the program information that

is output from the program information data generating means with encoded video data that is
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output from the plurality of video encoding means and encoded audio data that is output fix>m the

plurality of audio encoding means in order to form pairs of multiplexed data;

second multiplexing means for multiplexing the pairs of multiplexed encoded

video data, encoded audio data and data of the program infomiation; and

control means for controlling a data output rate of each of the plurality of video

encoding means, a data output rate of each of the plurality of audio encoding means, a data

output rate of the program information data generating means, and a multiplexing ratio among

the encoded video data, the encoded audio data, md-the data of the program information in the

second multiplexing means , a video data dccupation bandwidth, an audio data occupation

bandwidth, and a program data occupatiori bandwidth in relation to a transmission channel

bandwidth,

whoroin tho information rocoiving apparatuo is adapted to acquiro olootronic

program guido data only during a data tmnsfer rate incixiaco period,

7, (Currently Amended) An information transmitting method for

transmitting a plurality of signals, said signals including at least video signals and audio signals,

to an information receiving apparatus^ said information transmitting method comprising:

an encoding step for separately encoding each of said video signals and each of

said audio signals;

a first multiplexing step for multiplexing a plurality of pairs of encoded signals,

I

each pair of encoded signals having one encoded video signal and one encoded audio signal;

a second multiplexing step'for multiplexing the multiplexed plurality of pairs of

encoded video signals and encoded audio .signals; and
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a control step for cQntrolUng a multiplexing ratio among the plurality of signals in

the second multipleKing step, a. video data occapation bandwidth, an audio data occupation

bandwidth- and a program data occupation bandwidth in relation to a transmission channel

bandwidth.

whoroin the information recaiving apporatufl ia adapted to aoquiro oloctronic

program guido data only during a dxita u^sfer rate increaQO period.

8, (Original) The information transmitting method according to claim 7,

wherein the control step controls the multiplexing ratio while referring to data that relates to

transmission rates of the plurality of signals at each time point

9, (Previously Presented) The information transmitting method according to

claim 7, wherein the plurality of signals are further comprise program information.

10, (Currently Amended) An information transmitting method for

transmitting program information to an information receiving apparatus, said information

transmitting method contprising:

a video encoding step of encoding each video signal of each of a plurality of

video encoding means;

an audio encoding step of encoding each audio signal of each of a plurality of

audio encoding means;

a program information data generating step of generating data of the program

information;
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a first multiplexing step of multiplexing the data of the program infoimation that

is output by the program information data generating step with encoded video data that is output

by the video encoding step and encoded audio data that is output by the audio encoding step in

order to form pairs of multiplexed data;

a second multiplexing step for multiplexing the pairs of multiplexed encoded

video data, encoded audio data and multiplexed data of the program information;

a control step of controlling a data output rate of each of the plurality of video encoding

means in the video encoding step, a data output rate of each of the plurality of audio encoding

means in the audio encoding step, a data output rate of the program information data generating

step, iKRd^ multiplexing ratio among the encoded video data, the encoded audio data, and the

data of the program information in the second multiplexing step/ a video data occupation

bandwidth, an audio data occupation bandwidth, and a program data occupation bandwidth in

relation to a transmission channel bandwidth: and

an acquiring step of acquiring electronic program guide data, at the information

receiving apparatus, only during a data transfer rate increase period,

11- (Currently Amended) A provider for providing a computer-readable

program for causing an information transmitting apparatus which transmits a plurality of signals,

said signals including at least video signals and audio signals, to an information receiving

apparatus to execute a process comprising:

an encoding step for separately encoding each of said video signals and each of

said audio signals;

a first multiplexing step for multiplexing a plurality of pairs of encoded signals,
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each pair of encoded signals having one encoded video signal and one encoded audio signal;

a second multiplexing step for multiplexing the multiplexed plurality of pairs of

encoded video signals and encoded audio signals;

a control step for controlling a multiplexing ratio among the plurality of signals in

the second multiplexing step, a video data occupation bandwidth, an audio data occupation

bandwidtii, and a Drogram data occupation bandvyiddi in relation to a transmission channel

bandwidth ; and

an acquiring step for acquiring electronic program guide data, at tiie information

receiving apparatus^ only during a data transfer rate increase period.

12. (Qri ginal) The provider according to claim 1 1 , wherein the control Step

controls the multiplexing ratio while referring to data that relates to transmission rates of the

plurality of signals at each time point,

13. (Previously Presented) The provider according to claim 11, wherein the

plurality of signals are further comprise program information.

14. (Currentiy Amended) A provider for providing a computer-readable

program for causing an information transmitting apparatus which transmits program information

to an information receiving apparatus, to execute a process comprising;

a video encoding step of eroding each video signal of each of a plurality of

video encoding means;

an audio encoding step of encoding each audio signal of each of a plurality of
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audio.encoding means; -

a program information data generating step of generating data of the program

information;

a &st uioltiplexing step of multiplexing the data of the program information that

1$ output by the program information data generating step with encoded video data that is output

by the video encoding step and encoded audio data that is output by the audio encoding step in

order to form pairs of multiplexed data;

a second multiplexing step for multiplexing the pairs of multiplexed encoded

video data, encoded audio data and data of the program information;

a control step of controlling a data output rate of each of the plurality of video encoding

means in the video encoding stqp, a data output rate of each of the plurality of audio encoding
I

means in the audio encoding step, a data oat^iut rate of the program information data generating

step, and a multiplexing ratio among the encoded video data, the encoded audio data, ^jBd-the

data of the program information in the second multiplexing step, a video data occupation

bandwidth, an audio data occupation bandwidth, and a nrogram data occupation bandwidth in

i

I

relation to a transmission channel bandwidth : and

an acquiring step of acquiring electronic program guide data, at the information

receiving apparatus, only during a data transfer rate increase period,

15. (Currently Amended) An information receiving apparatus which receives

multiplexed program information that is comprised of a plurality of multiplexed pairs of encoded

signals, each pair of encoded signals having one encoded video signal and one encoded audio

signal, said information receiving apparatus comprising:
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acquirmg electronic program guide data only during a data transfer rate increase

period;

separating means for separating the multiplexed program information;

a plurality of decoding means for separately decoding each of the video signals

and each of the audio signals;

storing means for storing the program information separated by the separating

means; and

control means for controHing a data acquisition time and for controilinp

operations of the separating means and the storing means in accordance with a transmission rate

of the program infonnation and the data acquisition time .

16. (Canceled)

17. (Currently Amended) An information receiving method for receiving

program information that is comprised of a plurality of multiplexed pairs of encoded signals,

each pair of encoded signals having one encoded video signal and one encoded audio signal> said

infomiation receiving method comprising:

ai) acquiring step for acquiring electronic program guide data only dming a data

transfer rate increase period;

a separating step for separating the multiplexed program information;

a decoding step for separately decoding each of the video signals and each of the

audio signals;

a storing step for storing the program infonnation separated by the separating
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step; and

a control step for controlling a data acquisition time and for controlling operations

of the separating step and the storing step in accordance with a transmission rate of tibe program

information and the data acquisition time.

18, (Canceled)

I

19. (Currently Amended) A provider for providing a computer-readable
j

program for causing an information receiving apparatus which receives program information that

is comprised of a plurality of multiplexed pairs of encoded signals, each pair of encoded sigtials

having one encoded video signal and one encoded aiidio signal, to execute a process comprising:

acquiring electronic program guide data only during a data transfer rate increase

period;

a separating step for separating the multiplexed program information;

I

a decoding step for separately jdecoding each of the video signals and each of the

audio signals;
|

a storing step for storing the plrogram information separated by the separating

step; and
|

a control step for controlling a data acquisition time and for controlling operations

I

of the separating step and the storing step in accordance with a transmission rate of the program

information and the data acquisition time.

20. (Canceled)
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21. (Currently Amended) A broadcasting system having an infonnation

transmitting apparatus which transmits program information to an information receiving

apparatus which receives multiplexed prograin information comprised of a plurality of

multiplexed pairs of encoded signals, each pair of encoded signals having one encoded video

signal and one encoded audio signal,

the information transmitting apparatus comprising:

a plurality of video encoding ineans for encoding each video signal;

a plurality of audio encoding means for encoding each audio signal;

i

program infonnation data generating means for generating data of the program

infoimation;
[

first multiplexing means for mliltiplexing the data of the imjgram information that

is output from the program information data generating means with encoded video data that is

output from the plurality of video encoding irieans and encoded audio data that is output from the

plurality of audio encoding means in order to[form pairs of multiplexed data;

second multiplexing means for multiplexing the pairs of multiplexed encoded

video data» encoded audio data and data of the program information; and

control means for controlling a data output rate of each of the plurality of video

1

encoding means, a data output rate of each of the plurality of audio encoding means, a data

i

output rate of the program information data generating means, and a multiplexing ratio among

the encoded video data, encoded the audio dfiita, a»d the data of the program information in the

j

second multiplexing means a video data occupation bandwidth, an audio data occupation

bandwidth, and a program data occupation bandwidth in relation to a transmission channel
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bandwidth , and

the infonnation receiving apparatus comprising:

acquiring means for acquiring electronic program guide data only during a data

tr^sfer rate increase period;

separating means for separating the multiplexed program infonnation;

a plurality of decoding means for separately decoding each of the video signals

and each of the audio signals;

storing means for storing the program information separated by the separating

means; and

control means for controlling operations of the separating means and the storing

means in accordance with a transmission rate of the program information.

22. (Currently Amended) An infonnation transmitting apparatus which

transmits program information to an infomiation receiving apparatus, said infonnation

transmitting apparatus comprising:

program infonnation data generating means for generating program information

data including infonnation of a transmission status of the program information;

first multiplexing means for multiplexing the program information data generated

by the program information data generating means with a plurality of pairs of encoded signals,

each pair of encoded signals having one encoded video signal and one encoded audio signal; and

second multiplexing means for multiplexing the multiplexed plurality of pairs of

encoded video signals and encoded audio signalsi.T

control means for controlling a video data occupation bandwidth, an audio data
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qcquoation bandwidth, and a program data occupation bandwidth in relation to a transmission

channel bandwidth.

wherein tho information receiving apparatus aoqiiireoolecU-onie program guido

data only during a data tranGfor rate increase periodi

23. (Currently Amended) An information transmitting method for

transmitting program information to an information receiving apparatus, said information

transmitting method comprising:

a program information data generating step for generating program information

data including information of a transmission status of the program information;

a first multiplexing step for multiplexing the program information data generated

by the program infoimation data generating means with a plurality of pairs of encoded signals,

each pair of encoded signals having one encoded video signal and one encoded audio signal; and

a second multiplexing step for multiplexing the multiplexed plurality of pairs of

encoded video signals and encoded audio signals^

a control step of controlling a video data occupation bandvridth, an audio data

occupatjon bandwidth, and a program data occupation bandwidth in relation to a transmission

channel bandwidth,?

' wherein tho information receiving apparatus acquires oloctronic program guide

data only during adata tronofor rate increase period.

24. (Currently Amended) A provider for providing a computer-readable

program for causing an information transmitting apparatus which transmits program infoimation
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to M information receiving apparatus, to execute a process comprising:

a program information data generating step for generating program infoirnation

data including information of a transmission status of the program information;

a first multiplexing step for multiplexing the program info[m)ation data generated

in the program information data generating means with a plurality of pairs of encoded signals,

each pair of encoded signals having one encoded video signal and one encoded audio signal; and

a second multiplexing step for multiplexing the multiplexed plurality of pairs of

encoded video signals and encoded audio signals^
i

a control step for controlling a videb data occupation bandwidth, an audio data

i

occupation bandwidth, and a program data occupation bandwidth ui relation to a transmission

channel bandwidth. ? .

whoi'oin tho infoemation receiving apparatus acquires electronic ptogram guide

data only during ci data transfer rate increase period.

25. (Currently Amended) An information receiving apparatus which receives

multiplexed program information that is comprised of a plurality of multiplexed pairs of wicoded

signals* each pair of encoded signals having one encoded video signal and one encoded audio

signal^ said infomaation receiving apparatus comprising:

I

acquiring means for acquiring electronic program guide data only during a data

transfer rate increase period;

separating means for separating the multiplexed program information;

a plurality of decoding means for separately decoding each of the video signals

and each of the audio signals; and
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extracting means for extracting infortnaticm of a transmission status of the

I

program information that is included in the program information data separated by the separating

means: and I

control means for controiling a data acquisition time and for controlling

operations of the separating step in accordance with a transmission rate of the program

information and the data acqaisition time. i

26. (Currently Amended) An itifonmation receiving method for receiving

multiplexed program information comprised of a plurality of multiplexed pairs of encoded

signals, each pair of encoded signals having one encoded video signal and one encoded audio

signal, suid information receiving method comprising:

an acquiring step for acquiring electronic program guide data only during a data

transfer rate increase period;

a separating step for separating the multiplexed program infonnation;

a decoding step for separately decoding each of the video signals and each of the

audio signals; and

an extracting step for extracting information of a transmission status of the
i

j

program information that is included in the program infomiation data separated by the separating
;

1

step: and

control means for controlling a data! acquisition time and for controlling

operations of the separating step in accordance with a transmission rate of the program

information and the data acquisition time ,
;
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27. (Cuirenay Amended) A provider for providing a computer-readable
I

program for causing an infonnation receiving apparatus which receives multiplexed program

information comprised of a plurality of multiplexeil pairs of encoded signals, each pair of

encoded signals having one encoded video signal and one encoded audio signal, to execute a

process comprising:

j

an acquiring step for acquiring electronic program guide data only during a data

transfer rate increase period;

I

a separating step for separating the Inultiplexed program infonnation;

a decoding step for separately deco^g each of the video signals and each of the

audio signals; and

an extracting step for extracting infonnation of a transmission status of the
I

program information that is included in the program information data separated by the separating

step: and i

i

control means for controlling a data! acquisition lime and for controlling

I

operations of the separating step in accordance vrift a transniissian rate of the program

information and the data acquisition time ,

28. (Currently Amended) A broadcasting system having an information

transmitting apparatus which transmits program inJFonnation to an information receiving
I

i

apparatus which receives multiplexed program information comprised of a plurality of

j

multiplexed pairs of encoded signals, each pair of encoded signals having one encoded video

signal and one encoded audio signal,

the infonnation transnutting apparatus comprising:
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!

program information data generatif^ means for geneiating prograiTi information

data including information of a transmission status; of the program information;

first multiplexing means for multiplexing the program inforaiation data generated

•j

by the program information data generating meand with a plurality of pairs of encoded video

i

signals and encoded audio signals; a»4

second multiplexing means for multiplexing the multiplexed plurality of pairs of

encoded video signals and encoded audio signals; and

control means for controlling a video data occupation bandwidth, an audio data

occiipation bandwidth, and a program data occupation bandwidth in relation to a transmission

channel bandwidth: and

the inforroation receiving apparatus! cornprising:

acquiring means for acquiring electronic program guide data only during a data

transfer rate increase period;
j

separating means for separating thejmultiplexed program information; and

i

extracting means for extracting infdrmation of a transmission status of the

program information that is included in the program information data separated by the separating

I

means.
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